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- The cooperation between China and US on knowledge management and service in digital time
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Theme:
Knowledge management and service in digital time

Sub-theme:
1. Construction and service of digital resources
2. Theory and practice from information management to knowledge
3. Research on the behavior of user's requirement and application
4. The core value and its implementation of Digital Library
5. The cooperation between China and US on knowledge management and service in digital time

Conference Background

In 1996, the 1st China-US Library Conference was held in Beijing as the pre-conference before IFLA. 5 years later, the 2nd Conference was open in Flushing Branch Library of Queen Public Library in N.Y. The US party hoped to shorten the time difference of five years for holding the conference on the closing dinner, and suggested to hold the 3rd China-US Library Conference in Shanghai. During the period of 2002 IFLA conference, both Chinese and US parties discussed the details for arranging the 3rd China-US Library Conference. According to the primary discussion, the conference would be held around 2005 Mar. with no more than 90 people among which 30 representatives from US and 50-60 from China.
Thursday, March 24, 2005

8:30-10:30 Session
Session Moderator: Wang Shiwei, Deputy Director of Shanghai Library
Session Moderator: David Seaman, Digital Library Federation
10:30-10:50 Coffee Break
10:50-13:00 Closing Ceremony
Hostess: Zhang Yafang, NLC
US Speaker: Beverly Lynch, UCLA
China Speaker: Wu Jianzhong, Shanghai Library
Remarks for the US Delegation: Gary E. Strong
Remarks for the China Society of Library Science
Ms. Tang Gengsheng, Secretary General of the CSLS
13:00-14:00 Lunch (Sponsored by InfoWorld. Host Alex Chung)
14:00-20:00 Free Time
14:00-15:00 Joint Meeting of the Planning Committees
papers List

1. Lois Mai Chan...Metadata Interoperability-A Study of Methodology


3. James K. Cheng...Opportunities for Cooperation among American and Chinese Libraries

4. Yunfei Du...Information Skills in Digital Age- a Content Analysis of Library Jobs

5. Martin Gomez...Remarks ULC

6. Jay Jordan...Four Trends that Will Shape the Practice of Knowledge Management

7. Hwa-Wei Lee...Knowledge Management and the Role of Libraries

8. Deanna Marcum...Digital Library Development Today-An Overview

9. Robert Mason...Bridging the Gulf between Knowledge Management Theory and Practice-The Importance of Culture

10. James Neal...The Intersection of Digital and Intellectual Property - Developments an Update on Copyright in The United States

11. Robert Seal...The Information Commons-new pathways to digital resources and knowledge management

12. Sally Tseng...Building on Success- Creation of a Chinese Authority Records Program -- A Proposal for China-US Library Cooperation